
Answers to Enbridge Questions 

Answer to Enbridge Question #1: 

Jim or James Babirad is the applicant and there is only one person of that name.   

 Theresa Anne Marie Babirad was Jim Babirad’s wife.     

 Theresa Babirad was Jim Babirad’s mother. 

Answer to Enbridge Question #2: 

Please see Attachment at the end of this document. 

Answer to Enbridge Question #3: 

As of the “Designation Date” the size of the property was 42 acres. In July of 1975 Jim Babirad and 

Theresa A.M. Babirad subdivided their property and sold 24 acres to Mike Lazowski.  The current owners 

of the 24 acres are: 

Derek Terelly          

 Daryl Terelly           

 3841 Miller Road          

 Port Colborne ON L3K 5V5  

Terry Chupa spoke with the current owners by telephone in 2013 and wrote a memo to these owners on 

February 21, 2014. (Tab “S” in Enbridge’s evidence submission) 

The current owners have been aware of these proceedings from the very beginning.  They fully support 

the application and assumed that whatever outcome applies to Mr Babirad will also apply to them.  

Derek and Daryl Terelly are fully aware and agree to the fact that Paul Babirad is representing their 

interests in this application.  The current owners are willing to provide any document necessary in order 

to show their agreement of the current application. 

At a settlement meeting with Enbridge on January 27th, 2015 Enbridge was again informed that Paul 

Babirad was negotiating on behalf of both Jim Babirad and Derek Terelly and Daryl Terelly.  

Answer to Enbridge Question #4: 

Please see Attachment at the end of this document. 

 

 

 



Answer to Enbridge Question #5: 

Mr Babirad confirms that he did receive the letter dated June 25 2013 from Terry Chupa.  Mr Babirad did 

respond in writing on March 6, 2015 with a clarification of the memo in Mr Babirad’s submission 

“Questions for Enbridge”.  As can be seen in the clarification, Mr Babirad does not agree with bullet 

points (1) and (2) from Terry Chupa’s June 25, 2013 letter. 

Answer to Enbridge Question #6: 

Mr Babirad also does not agree with bullet point (4) in the “2013 Letter”.  The gas well (F014912) on the 

property was abandoned prior to Mr Babirad taking ownership in April 1957.  Referencing Enbridge 

Submission Tab “F” OGSR library well records for F014912.  Quoting from the Remarks section: 

“Drilled as natural gas well (August 4/1953).  Plugged in 1953 then recompleted in 1965 as an 

observation well for the “Crowland Storage Project” 

It appears from the OGSR library well records that the well was drilled and abandoned in 1953.  In 

December of 1965 the well was reopened and completed for observation.  The well was plugged again 

on July 12, 1966 and remains plugged to this day. 

No one from the Babirad family ever signed a P&NG lease.  No one from the Babirad family ever 

received compensation related to gas well F014912.  

Answer to Enbridge Question #7: 

The source of all data presented relating to Ontario’s storage reservoirs came from the Ontario Oil, Gas 

and Salt Resources Library (OGSR) in London, Ontario.  Mr Jug Manocha of the Ministry of Natural 

Resources recommended the OGSR library as the best public source for data related to Ontario’s natural 

gas storage reservoirs.  The data and its source were disclosed to Enbridge at a settlement meeting held 

at 500 Consumers Road on January 27, 2015.  Mr Guri Pannu, Mr Fred Cass and Mr Harold Brecht of 

Enbridge were present. 

Answer to Enbridge Question #8: 

The applicant does not agree with the changes that have been made by Enbridge.  The applicant is 

unable to independently verify the accuracy of the revised numbers.  The applicant is not suggesting 

that the revised data is inaccurate only that the applicant has no way of verifying the accuracy of the 

Enbridge data.  The applicant utilized the best publicly available information regarding Ontario’s natural 

gas storage reservoirs.  Perhaps the Board would consider generating an independent, complete and 

accurate set of data relating to the capacity and deliverability of all of Ontario’s natural gas storage 

reservoirs if a subset of the current set of data at the OGSR library is incorrect.  This data could then be 

uploaded to the OGSR library database. 

 



Answer to Enbridge Question #9: 

The applicant is unable to confirm that the Edy’s Mill Pool is integrated into Union’s Lambton area 

storage system.  The applicant does not understand what “integrated” means in the context of natural 

gas storage operations.  From the applicant’s perspective, ”integrated” means connected and by 

definition all storage pools including the Crowland Pool must be connected to other pipelines in order to 

inject or withdraw natural gas and provide balancing services. 

Answer to Enbridge Question #10: 

See answer to Enbridge Question #9 

Answer to Enbridge Question #11: 

The applicant is not an expert as it relates to the operation of a natural gas storage reservoir. 

However, the applicant does know that on September 6, 1977 The Consumers’ Gas Company applied to 

the Minister of Natural Resources under The Petroleum Resources Act 1971 for permits to drill wells. 

Quoting from the Report: 

“By drilling the proposed wells the Applicant anticipates increasing deliverability of the pool from 

35mmcf/day to 45mmcf/day.  The turnover capacity of the pool, presently about 500mmcf 

should increase to about 1Bcf.”  

There must be value to having higher peak day deliverability for the Crowland Pool otherwise why 

would Enbridge drill more wells to increase the peak day deliverability?  Whether this peak day 

deliverability is used for “cycling” so as to address market changes and opportunities or just servicing its 

franchise area customers is not the point.  All other things being equal, higher peak day deliverability 

makes the storage reservoir more attractive. 

The final point on this topic is that while the Crowland Pool may only be connected to the distribution 

system servicing the Niagara Region it is providing the storage services needed for these Enbridge 

customers.  If the Crowland Pool did not exist then 300 mmcf of storage space within the “integrated” 

Dawn Hub would have to be devoted to servicing the storage needs of the Niagara Region.  Because the 

Crowland Pool does exist 300 mmcf of storage space is “opened up” or “released” within Enbridge’s 

“integrated” system in order to pursue all the revenue generating services provided by the Dawn Hub. 

Answer to Enbridge Question #12: 

The applicant confirms that no member of the Babirad family ever made any application for 

determination of compensation payable in respect of Crowland Pool storage rights until the filing of the 

current application in November 2014. 



Mr Babirad negotiated with Consumers Gas about a storage rights lease agreement from 1962 to 1965. 

After several years of unsuccessful negotiations Consumers Gas suggested binding arbitration.  Mr 

Babirad accepted binding arbitration as long as he was allowed to choose the arbitrator.  Consumers Gas 

agreed.  Once Mr Babirad revealed who he had chosen as his arbitrator Consumers Gas declined 

arbitration.  The negotiations were abruptly ended by Consumers Gas. 

Throughout these negotiations neither Consumers Gas nor the Ontario Energy Board made Mr Babirad 

aware of his right to seek “just and equitable” determination of compensation via the OEB Act Section 

38(3). 

Given that Consumers Gas refused binding arbitration and abruptly ended the storage rights lease 

negotiation and given that Mr Babirad was unaware of his right to seek “just and equitable” 

determination by the Board his only remaining option at that time was to hire a lawyer in order to 

pursue a valid storage rights lease agreement. 

Mr Babirad calculated that the legal cost of further pursuit of an acceptable storage lease agreement 

with Consumers Gas significantly overwhelmed the benefit of achieving such an agreement at that time. 

From June 1965 to June 2013 Consumers Gas/Enbridge never contacted Mr Babirad regarding renewing 

efforts to agree upon a valid storage lease agreement.  In fact, Mr Babirad never received any 

communication about anything from anybody regarding the Crowland Pool since 1965 until Terry Chupa 

of Enbridge contacted Mr Babirad in 2013. 

Why did Consumers Gas/Enbridge not have the necessary systems and internal controls in place from 

1965 to 2013 in order to flag to the Company that Mr Babirad, or any other uncompensated landowner 

within an Enbridge storage pool, was not being compensated for their storage rights that were 

expropriated? 

Indeed, when Mr Chupa called Mr Babirad on June 25, 2013 Mr Chupa started off the conversation by 

stating that he works for Enbridge and after going over Enbridge’s files he cannot understand why 

Enbridge has not been paying Mr Babirad compensation for storage rights over the past 50 years. 

 If Consumers Gas/Enbridge had contacted Mr Babirad at any time during the period from June 1965 to 

June 2013 to investigate the absence of compensation payments to Mr Babirad similar to what Mr 

Chupa did in 2013 then this issue would have been resolved a long time ago. 
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